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ABSTRACT. The concept of uniform connectedness, which generalizes the concept of

well-chainedness for metric spaces, is used to prove the following: (a) If two points

a and b of a compact Hausdorff uniform space (X,U) can be Joined by a U-chain for

every U E [, then they lie together in the same component of X; (b) Let (X,U) be a

compact Hausdorff uniform space, A and B non-empty disjoint closed subsets of X such

that no component of X intersects both A and B. Then there exists a separation

X XAU XB, where X
A and X

B are disjoint compact sets containing A and B

respectively. These generalize the corresponding results for metric spaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

All topological spaces and all uniform spaces considered are Hausdorff, (X,U)

being used to deote a uniform space with U the family of entourages of X. In [I]

Mrowka and Pervin introduced into the theory of uniform spaces the concept of uniform

connectedness: (X,[0 is uniformly connected iff every uniformly continuous function on

X to a discrete uniform space is constant. As is evident from the definition,

connectedness is a stronger property than uniform connectedness. However, for the

class of compact uniform spaces these two properties are equivalent [I].

In [2] a criterion for a completely regular Hausdorff space to have a locally

connected compactificatlon was obtained. This criterion, which involved the concept

of uniform connectedness, is that the space mmst possess a compatible uniformity with

respect to which it has weak property S. A uniform space (X,U) is said to have weak

property S if given U E U, X can be covered by a finite collection of uniformly

connected sets each of which is U-small [2]. In view of the fact that the concept of

uniform connectedness bears on the problem of existence of locally connected

compactifications a further study of this concept was felt to be Justified. Our

specific aim in this paper is to show how we can use this concept to generalize to

compact Rausdorff uniform spaces the following two propositions appearing in [3], pp.

15.
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PROPOSITION I.I. If two points a and b of a compact metric space X can be Joined

by an e-chain for every e > O,they lie together in the same component of X.

PROPSITION 1.2. If A and B are disjoint closed sets of a compact metric space X

such that no component of X intersects both A and B, there exists a separation

X XAUXB where X
A

and X
B

are disjoint compact sets containing A and B respectively.

Along the way a problem in [4], p. 170 is strengthened.

2. PREL IMINARIES.

We need some basic facts on Efremovi proximities, (EF-proximltles, for short).

Proofs of these can be found in [5]. If (X, 6) is an EF-proxlmity space, its

associated topology defined by

T(6) (GcX (X-G) for each xeG}

is completely regular and is Hausdorff Iff (X, 6) is separated. Conversely every

completely regular space (X,T) admits an Ef-proxlmity 6 such that T(6) -T. Each

uniform space (X,U) has an associated EF-proxlmity 6 6(U) given by

A6B <=> (AxB)N U/ 0 for every U EU .Furthermore the uniform topology T(

As pointed out in [I], (topological) connectedness implies uniform connectedness

but the convese is not true in general, the rational numbers with the usual uniformity

providing a counterexample.

We now define the concept of a well-chalned uniform space which Mrowka and Pervln

have called ’chaln-connected’ in [I]. This is a natural generalization of the concept

of well-chalned metric spaces (see eg [3]).

DEFINITION 2.1. A U-chaln from a point X to a point y X in a uniform space

(X,U), where U e U, is a finite sequence of points x Xl, x2,...,xnfy such that

(xl, xi+l) U for each i 1,2 .... ,n-l. (X,) is said to be well-chalned iff any

two points x and y in X can be Joined by a U-chaln for every U e .
We require the following two results due to Mowka and Pervin [I].

THEOREM 2.2. Let (X,U) be a uniform space and 6 the induced proximity relation.

The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) (X,) is uniformly connected

(b) For every AcX, @ A X, we have A

(c) (X,U) is well-chalned.

THEOREM 2.3. A uniform space (X,U) is connected iff it is uniformly connected

with respect to every uniformity compatible with its topology. Thus a compact uniform

space which is uniformly connected mst be connected, as it has a unique compatible

uniformity.

In [6], -Sieber and Pervln discuss connectedness in syntopogeneous spaces (which

generalize the notions of topological, proximity and uniform spaces; see [5] eg.).

The following results which we have stated in the context of uniform spaces, have been

obtained in the general setting of syntopogenous spaces in [6], and are stated here

for subsequent reference. First a definition.
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DEFINITION 2.4. Two sets A and B in a uniform spaces (X,O) are said to be

uniformly separated Iff A B, where 6 6(0) is the induced EF-proxlmlty.

THEOREM 2.5 [6]. (a) The uniformly continuous image of a uniformly connected space

is again uniformly connected.

(b) If A is a uniformly connected subset of (X,0) and A c (M U N) where M and N

are uniformly separated subsets of X, then either AcM or Ac N.

(c) If A is a uniformly connected subset of (X,0) and B c X is such that A c B
c A then B is uniformly connected.

(d) If {AI A) is a family of uniformly connected subsets of (X, 0) and

Ao (Ao A) is not uniformly separated from any Ak,
then A U A is uniformly connected.

From (d) above it follows that the union of all uniform connected subsets of X

which contain a fixed point pX is a uniformly connected set, which is called the

uniform component of P denoted by C0(p). It is clearly the maximal uniformly

connected set containing p.

If C
o

(p) and C
O (q) are not uniformly separated, then by (d), C

o (p)C0
(q) is

.uniformly connected, and by maxlmality we have C O (p) C O (q). Thus a uniform space

is partitioned into uniformly separated uniform components. Clearly by (c) above

these uniform components are closed sets. Since each connected set is uniformly

connected, the component C containing pX is clearly contained in C (p). An
0 P

example where C (p) is strictly larger than C is easily found: Let Q be the
P

rational numbers with the usual uniformity. Then C {p} for each pQ, but C o (p)
P

Q since Q is uniformly connected as was remarked in [I].

3. THE RESULTS.

Let (X, 0) be a unlform space. For each subset A of X and U 0 let

Cu(A) {xeXlx can be Joined to some point of A by a U-chaln

and let C(A)

We thus have the following result which is a generalization of problem T(a) in [4] p.

170.

PROPOSITION 3.1. For each A c X, U 0, Cu(A) is clopen.

PROOF. To show %(A) open, let x c Cu(A). Find a e A and a U-chaln

x Xl, x2, ..., x
n

a Joining x to a. Find open symmetric V c0 such that

VCU. Then xV[x]c%(A): for if yEV[x] then (x,y) V and hence (y,x) Vc U. Thus

y, xl, x2, ..., Xn a is a U-chaln Joining y to a and hence y E Cu(A), thus

showing CU(A) open.

To show Cu(A) closed, let y Cu(A). Find x E Cu(A) such that

x c U[y]. There exists a U-chaln x xI, x2, ..., x a Joining x to some point
n

acA, and hence y, xI, x2, Xn a is a U-chaln Joining y to aA, le y Cu(A),
thus showing Cu(A) is closed.
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The next proposition proved in the setting of uniform spaces, when interpreted in

the setting of metric spaces, strengthens Problem T(b) of [4], p. 170 vlz, that for a

compact metric space X, if A CX is connected, then C(A) is connected, C(A) being

defined as . 0Ce(A) for metric spaces. It is of course a strengthening since A may

be take to be uniformly connected instead of (the stronger) connected in the

hypothesis. Use is made of this result in the generalizations of Proposition 1.1 and

1.2. First we need the following lemma which can be easily proved or can be found in

[4], p. 163, Problem F(a).

LEMMA 3.2. Let F be a family of closed compact sets in a topological space such

that {AIA F }CU where U is open. Then there exists a finite subfamily of such

that ({AIA
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (X, U be a compact uniform space, A c X uniformly

connected. Then C(A) is connected.

PROOF. Suppose C(A) is disconnected. Now since

closed for each UU by Proposition 3.1, C(A) is closed in X and hence compact. This

implies by Theorem 2.3 that C(A) is not uniformly connected. By Theorem 2.2 C(A)

B U D where B , D and BD, where (U) is the EF-proximity induced by U
Hence there exists Vle such that (BxD) 13 V . Now find open symmetric V such

that V o V o VcVI. Noting that each Cu(A) is closed and compact and that C(A)

Ugu(A)=V[B]UV[D] we have, by the above lemma, a finite collection
n

{i(A)}i-l’ Ui such that

n
13 (A)C V[B] U V[D]

iffil

Let O i21 Oi. Then O and clearly we have

n

(A) (A) V[B] UV[D].

We may assume without loss of generality that U c V. Now since A is uniformly connected

and Ac C(A) B U D with BD we have from Theorem 2.5(b) that either A B Ac D.or

Lets assume Ac D.

Since B #, find x e B. Then x C(A)c Cu(A and hence there exists a U-chaln

x xI, x2, ...,x
n

a Joining x to some point a e A. Clearly each xi, for

i n belongs to Cu(A), and hence {xI, x2,...,xn}cV[B] U V[D]. As is easily

verified V[B] 13V[D] #.

Now let x
k

be the last point in this chain such that x
k

e V[B]. Then x
k

# Xn a

otherwise V[B] N V[D] #. Thus Xk+ belongs to this chain and Xk+ V[D]. Thus we

can find beB, deD such that x
k

e V[b] and Xk+ V[d]. Since (Xk, Xk+ I) e U cV, we

have (b,d) e V o V o V c V contradicting the fact that (BxD) 13 V . Hence C(A) is

connected.
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Noting that every connected set is well chained we have:

COROLLARY 3.4. If (X,U) is a compact uniform space and xcX, then C({x}) C the
x

component of x in X.

We now genralize Proposition I.I.

COROLLARY 3.5. If twopoints a and b of a compact uniform space (X,U) can be Joined

by a U-chaln for every U U, then they lle together in the same component of X.

PROOF. From Corollary 3.4 C({a}) C C({b}) C By hypothesis a e C({b})a’ b"
Thus Ca fl C

b # and hence Ca Cb"
We remark that the condition that X is compact cannot be dropped, the rationals

with the usual uniformity providing an easy counterexample.

The next result generalizes Proposition 1.2.

THEOREM 3.6. Let (X,U) be a compact uniform space, A and B non-empty disjoint

closed subsets of X such that no component of X intersects both A and B. Then there

exists a separation X X
A

O , where X
A

and X
B

are disjoint compact sets containing

A and B respectlvely.

PROOF. We claim there exists UeO such that no U-chaln in X Joins a point of A to

a point of B. For suppose not. Then for each U e U, there exists aU A and bu e B

such that there is a U-chaln in X Joining a
U to bU. Now (U, ) is a directed set

according to the definition U U
2

iff U D U2. Consequently (aU) and (bU) are nets

in A and B respectively. Now (aU) has a cluster point acA since A is compact.

(aux a. Then (bU is a subnet of (bU) in theLet be a subne of (aU) such aUx
compact set B, and hence has a cluster point b e B. Now let UEJ be arbitrary. Find

symmetric U’E such that U’ U. Find lo such that U’ UI
o

Since au a, we can flnd IA ) Xo such that I => u&’ U’ [a]. Since b is a

cluster point of (bu) we can find X2 >. X1 such that bu U’[b]. Now we have

2
au

2

U’ [a], bU2E U’ [b], U.2 >- UXI> U0>- U’. Now there exists a U 2-chain in X

c U’, this is also a U’-chain, and since (a, auh )e U’joining aU to bU Since U%2X2 X2 2

and (b, bU e U’, there is thus a U’-chain joining a to b, and hence a U-chain

2
joining a to b. By Corollary 3.5, a and b lie together in the same component of X,

contradicting the fact that no component of X intersects both A and B. Thus a U e as

claimed above exists.

Let XA Cu(A and XB X XA. By Proposition 3.1XA is clopen and hence XA and

XB are compact. Furthermore A cXA is clear, B c XB follows by the above claim, and

XAU XB is a separation of X.
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